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Introduction
Actually, there are lots of mistakes commonly made by small and medium businesses
when running their logistics operations. SMEs are under acute competitive pressure to
perform and scaling up only magnifies the issues. Even larger businesses often don't
have the expertise and resources to get the most out of their logistics. We see it all the
time. Here's our top 7 logistics mistakes and how to fix them.

1 Carrying too much stock or too little stock
The money you have tied up in stock is usually one of the most significant ongoing
investments you have in your business. Just like any investment, the return will depend
a lot on your skill in investing in the right stock at the right time. Fortunately, there are
ways of doing this much more reliably for your business stock than there are for your
stock market investments!
Too much stock will cost you money not only to buy, but to store. Your warehouse is an
engine that burns cash whether it is standing still or earning you money. Lease costs,
outgoings, electricity, pallet hire, capital costs and depreciation add up to a significant
cost per pallet of storage. This can be anywhere from $3-$8 per pallet per week
depending on your circumstance. This is one of the most under estimated expense
impacts in business. Slow moving or non-moving stock not only depreciates in market
value over time, but it accumulates storage costs that eat away profit margins and also
have an opportunity cost of not warehousing and selling productive stock. Often the
realization of this does not come to light until the warehouse is full and newly delivered
stock must go into hastily arranged offsite storage. This will get the finance manager’s
attention when a large and unexpected invoice lands on his desk!
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Too little stock will cost you money in lost sales. Perhaps the most basic business rule if
you rely on product distribution for your bread and butter, is to have stock available
when the customer wants to buy. Unless you are tracking this lost demand, you may be
blissfully unaware that it is even happening. Stock-outs will drive your customers to
your competition in search of what they need. It is literally like handing them cash out
of your pocket. You let your customer down and your competitor saves them. The loss
of reputation and customer loyalty may never be recovered.
There are three things you need to do to fix this problem.
•

Use the correct purchasing calculations for re-ordering stock
o

Most likely your business system will only have a min/max stock reorder
calculation feature. This is inadequate for most businesses as it is not
dynamic enough to handle changing demand. However, it is better than
nothing, or just running out of stock.

o

More advanced inventory planning systems take into account factors such
as supplier lead time, frequency of ordering, open orders and back orders,
safety stock levels and variations in demand history. This usually requires
a separate inventory planning system or an add on module for your
business system or ERP.

o

There are a number of systems on the market, but Logistics Help have
worked with Prophit Systems to develop a system specifically for
distribution businesses called Autostock.

•

Improve your forecasting
o

The re-order calculations are useless without a forecast to estimate how
much of each product you will sell in the future. Forecasting is usually
done on a monthly basis.
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o

Historical forecasts can be as simple as a multi-month moving average, or
as sophisticated as a best fit iterative forecasting system which uses
historical data to assess seasonality and growth trends and then applies
the best fit mathematical formula to each individual product.

o

Marketing driven forecasts are based on promotional and sales activity
combined with historical expectations of the likely sales of the same or
similar products in the past.

•

Introduce a sales and operations planning (S&OP) process into your business
o

Once you have the first two in place then you need to go beyond the
maths and historical demand and gather market intelligence from your
sales team and your customers as to what unusual events are planned or
likely in the future that will impact on your calculated forecast. Get your
sales team and your purchasing people together and talk through what is
likely to happen and agree on a number for each product or group of
products. This is S&OP. Your KPI for this process is forecast accuracy.
The better your accuracy, then the higher your service level will be and the
lower your overstocks and lost sales.

2 Storing products in family groups, product or
description order or Bob* knows where
Before computerised warehouse management systems, warehouses were run entirely
by manual paper based systems and human memory (and many still are). When there
was a product to pick for an order there had to be some sort of system and logic to how
stock was put-away so that individual items could be found. Often stock was stored in
family groups like in a supermarket where the same type of items are stored in the same
area. So long as the item you needed was there somewhere, you would be able to find
it if you looked hard enough. A variant of this is to store items alphabetically or
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numerically in code order. This is a how your local video store used to keep its weekly
video rentals (remember that?); they had family groups (drama, comedy, horror) and
then put the videos in order by title. If the warehouse and product range is very large
and storing in logical product sequence becomes impossible then some variant of a
stock locator card would be used to check product in and out of a numbered storage
bay or location within the warehouse.
The problem with manual systems like this is that they continually break down due to
the dynamic nature of modern business. New products and product ranges come and
go constantly. A new product range takes off and needs a lot more space. This means
constant rearranging of stock to maintain order, which is very time consuming (i.e.
expensive). So, what happens in practice is the rearranging either never happens or
only when the system is very broken. Stock will be put-away wherever it fits. This is like
the drama section in your video store becoming full and the overflow going into the
foreign language film section. Maybe someone will stick on a Post It Note to tell you, or
you stumble upon this by accident or when you ask the staff they wave in the general
direction and say “oh, that one’s in the foreign film section”.
The other problems with a manual logic based storage system are that too much time is
lost searching for products even when everything is in order (which is almost never the
case). Once products are put where they fit instead of where they should be, that search
time can go up exponentially. New staff have a long learning curve to become
productive, because the system is based on memory and they have to ask an
experienced colleague where things are located. Bringing in casual labour to help
manage a peak in work or a stocktake can be an expensive and futile exercise as they
will be slow and unproductive.
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Unfortunately, too many businesses still run manual warehouse systems like this. This is
of course the fault of the modern business system. All the effort has been put into
making the accounting and sales process efficient and little thought is given to the
warehouse operations. Many business systems have basic location control of one
location per product. This is usually a text field added to the inventory file and not a
separate location file allowing multiple items per location. Whilst this is a major step up
from nothing, it does not give you the tools you need to run your warehouse efficiently.
The best solution to the problem is to invest in a Warehouse Management System
(WMS) that will allow you to optimise the storage and physical product flows in your
warehouse and eliminate the time lost in searching for products during picking or
empty space during put-away. These systems pay for themselves in around 3-6 months
for medium and larger warehouses and 9-18 months for smaller warehouses with less
than 10 staff.
If you are not ready to invest in a WMS, then it may be possible to enhance your existing
system with some new fields and revised reports to provide some basic functionality to
improve what you have as an interim measure. We have done this to great effect with
older ERP systems, but the same principles can be applied to any system. Bear in mind
that if you go this route you are investing in a short term solution that you will throw
away later and you should only do this if the WMS option is simply not viable for your
business, but you have to do something. I strongly suggest that if you think you need to
do something that you call us to discuss what your best options are or join our low cost
Top 3 Warehouse Accelerators Program.
* Bob is your longest serving warehouse operator.
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3 Not separating fast pick areas and bulk storage
At the heart of all warehouse productivity improvement is the target of eliminating the
waste of motion. Simply moving something from one place to another in the
warehouse does not add any value. One of the most common mistakes we see in
warehouses is the failure to optimise the placement of the most commonly picked items
to reduce travel path when picking and replenishing.
What do you do when you have lots of stock of those fast moving products? If you keep
all your stock together it will take up so much space in your fast moving rack zone that
your fast moving products will not be near each other.
The solution to this problem is to create a pick location with just enough of each fast
moving product to allow you to keep a lot of products in a restricted amount of space
and keep the bulk quantities of the stock somewhere else in your warehouse. This
means you will need to periodically replenish the stock of each item in the fast from the
bulk zone. This process is known as pick area replenishment.
The configuration of your fast pick zone will depend upon your products and their
physical size and order profile. Ideally you want at least a day’s worth of stock in a pick
face and a week’s stock is better. If the stock is batch controlled or expiry dated, then
you will want to have two pick faces to allow for different batches/dates. You should
avoid mixing batches/dates of product in the same location if batch control and
traceability is important to your business (it may not be).
Replenishment of the pick face can be done on demand or to a schedule. On demand
means that you do not do any replenishment until you absolutely have to, so when you
empty a pick face you go to the bulk reserve stock and fill the pick face up again. The
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disadvantage of this is that it can slow down your order fulfillment as you cannot
complete those orders waiting on the pick face to be replenished.
Scheduled replenishment means that you can use slower times of warehouse activity to
perform replenishment so that your high activity times during order processing can be
devoted to processing orders in the shortest possible time. The best solution will
depend on your particular cycles of activity for your business.
If you have a basic business system that only allows one location per item, then how do
you find the bulk stock if you have set the pick face to be the only location for the item?
There are two solutions to this problem:
1. Keep the bulk stock nearby. Usually on a level above or below that is not located
on the system.
2. In a manually recorded location with a paper trail to the pick face. Keep a card in
the pick face with a list of locations where the balance of the stock is held. Cross
off the locations when you empty each location during replenishment and write
on new locations when you receive and put-away new stock. Also note the
quantity held by the pick face so that you can use these cards to drive the
replenishment process when pick faces are empty.
3. Although I have described a manual process here, it works similarly in a
warehouse management system only with system direction for all of the stock
movements. This makes the process faster and more accurate.
Further productivity gains can also be made by making sure you store your bulk stock to
minimise the travel required during replenishment. Keep the bulk stock of the fastest
moving products in the fastest to access bulk areas.
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4 Incorrect picking methodology
Picking is the highest labour activity in the warehouse and consequently gets a lot of
focus on optimising it by both the Warehouse system developers and the materials
handling equipment manufacturers. Failing to select the best picking methodologies
for your particular business needs will see you missing out on what can be relatively
easily won productivity gains.
There are four basic picking methodologies and a nearly endless variety of variations
depending on the technology, equipment and layout employed in your warehouse. The
four basic picking methods are:
1. Single order picking
a. Picking one order in its entirety before moving onto the next order. This
is the standard picking method employed by all order processing systems.
b. Most suited to intermediate to large sized orders comprising multiple
pallets or cartons of stock (including large re-pack orders)
2. Multi-order picking
a. Picking several orders at once in one pass through the warehouse. If you
have ever grabbed pick slips for a dozen single line orders and sorted
them into correct travel sequence, then you have performed a multi-order
pick.
b. The key to multi-order picking is to create a batch of orders that can be
picked by one person direct into the shipping carton onto one trolley.
Each order is assigned a carton number. The picks are sorted into travel
path sequence regardless of the order number. Each pick is taken from
the shelf and placed into the carton number associated with each order.
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As you are combining the pick and pack process in one step it is very
efficient.
c. Multi-order picking functionality is best provided by a WMS, but it is
possible to create a paper based multi-order pick. (Contact us for more
details)
d. Suited to small order sizes where the entire order will fit into one or two
boxes.
3. Batch picking (and order assembly)
a. Performing a single pick for the sum of the quantities required for each
item in a batch of orders. This allows a single pass through the warehouse
to pick an entire wave of orders. The stock is staged in an assembly area
and needs a subsequent pick process to assemble the individual orders.
b. Most suited to picking from slow to access areas where single order
picking would be very slow. This can be used as an entire picking strategy
but be wary of the fact that the assembly process is effectively double
handling and the selection of items from a large batch of stock can be
slow.
c. The slow assembly process can be facilitated by locating the items in the
assembly area so that they can be found quickly. This functionality is not
common, but not difficult to code if required, and manual workarounds
can also be devised to speed the selection process.
4. Multi-batch picking (and out-sorting)
a. This is an advanced strategy only available in warehouse management
systems. A large batch of order is split into sub-batches of several orders
each. Each sub-batch is picked into a tote bin on a trolley. When the batch
is complete each tote is then sorted to the individual orders. As this is
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directed entirely by the system with scanning support it is both fast an
accurate.
b. This process is most suited to small orders as is commonly found in online
retail orders or small parts orders in a B2B business.
Some common variations and combinations are:
•

Single order pick the fast zone batch pick the slow zone.
o

In this method the majority of the order picks are done for a single order
from the fast pick area and a second batch pick for the order wave collects
the stock from the slow zone and stages it in an area of the fast pick zone.
The order picker then collects what he needs from this staging area to
complete the order and thus avoids the travel time through the slow zone.

•

Multi-order pick the fast zone and batch pick the slow zone
o

Similar to the above but more suited to small order picking. As above but
the picker completes multiple orders in one pass through the fast zone.

•

Pick and pass zone picking
o

For very large orders or where stock requires different storage conditions
grouped into location zones (such as temperature control, security,
dangerous goods, special racking). The order is broken up into zones and
picked separately in each zone (often by different operators). The picks
from each zone are usually then brought together on the dock or at the
packing station for consolidation and shipping.

Further adding to the options available are various technology and materials handling
equipment assisted methods. Here is a quick summary.
•

Goods to the man systems
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o

These are a means to eliminate picker travel and speed up picking. They
can be used for single or multi-order picking, depending on the order
profile.

o

Vertical or horizontal carousels keep the operator in position and move
the shelves to present the goods required for picking. These systems
require their own control systems that interact with the WMS to manage
the picking and put-away processes.

o

Kiva systems use mini AGVs that move shelves of product to present the
goods to the picker.

•

Conveyor base zone picking
o

This methodology is the province of the large distribution centre. A
conveyor moves totes for orders through each zone of the warehouse so
that a picker can be restricted to picking from a limited range of items
into the tote. The tote is directed to each zone where a pick is required
and ends up at a despatch station for freight labelling and staging.

o

This method also works for carton picks but in this case the picker picks
and labels cartons on to the conveyor which directs the cartons from each
zone to sortation lanes where the cartons are palletised for each order.

o

Some of the picking may be automated picking systems such as the A
Frame high speed picker or automated storage and retrieval (AS/RS)
systems picking pallets and delivering them directly to the dock with
AGVs.

•

Mobile device assisted picking
o

Warehouse management systems provide the opportunity to manage the
information normally presented on a paper pick slip with in any way you
could possibly imagine. A mobile terminal with barcode scanner can drive
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single, multi-order or batch picking and present the information to the
picker via a screen or via voice and even vision based systems.
o

All products and warehouse locations are barcoded to build accuracy into
the pick process. The mobile device could be fixed to a trolley or forklift,
or hand held. There are also wearable units that allow the user constant
use of both hands and eliminate the need to pick up and put down a
scanner.

o

Voice directed picking has been implemented widely and is highly
efficient because the picker does not have to stop to read a screen or scan
a barcode. Accuracy is built into the process with verbal confirmations of
check digits and quantities picked.

•

Pick To Light systems
o

Pick to light is a static racking based system usually built into carton live
storage (roller racks) that uses a small electronic display at each pick face
to indicate how many items to pick. The operator presses a button to
confirm the pick. This is suited to high volume single order picking
(several hundred units per hour) of small items into cartons or totes.

What picking method should you use? This is a very good question and it will depend
on your business profile - what sort of inventory you carry and what your order size,
quantity and frequency are. Once this is known then it is a matter of costing the various
options to find a suitable return on investment. The important point to realise is that
you may be missing out on increasing both your productivity, service level and accuracy
by not taking advantage of what the best picking methods have to offer your business.
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5 Freight: using multiple systems, not tracking costs,
paying too much
Most, if not all carriers today will want you to give them your freight despatch
information electronically. Whilst there are still plenty of circumstances where a hand
written consignment note is unavoidable, the processing of manual con-notes is more
expensive for you and the carrier. To make this easier for you and for them they have
developed computerised freight management systems. Unfortunately, these systems
are designed to work with one carrier (i.e. the carrier providing the system). This means
that when you inevitably need to use the services of a different carrier that is either
cheaper or provides services that you cannot get from your other carrier, you end up
with another freight system. This can end in multiple carrier specific freight systems.
This is a mistake and it is much better to implement your own multi-carrier freight
system. But why should I pay for something that I can get for free, you ask?
Carriers don’t want you to use anyone else for your freight, a single carrier system tends
to lock you into that carrier. Once you break this barrier and have multiple systems you
now have a training load to learn an additional system. It may also take different sized
labels, so you have an additional critical supply to manage. You have just added more
points of potential failure.
You have now also split your data into multiple systems. The 21st century more than any
other is the age of data and you should regard your data as a gold mine to be guarded
and protected from loss and fragmentation. What use is my old freight data apart from
looking up old consignment notes for Proof of Delivery requests, you ask?
Freight will be one of your company’s largest costs and not being able to measure and
report on its performance and costs as a whole package, is a significant deficiency in
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your reporting. Freight cost reporting is significantly easier if you have all the data in
one multi-carrier system. A multi-carrier system lets you extract data from all of your
services so that you can get it costed by alternative carriers when you perform a freight
review; which you should do annually.
Call us if you have not done a recent carrier or freight
review, it’s quick, it’s free and will probably save you
a lot of money.
In addition to managing your freight costs, if you connect your freight data to your
order management system you will now be able to do better Cost To Serve analysis of
your customer base to determine relative profitability of different customer groups.
This is very useful to assess the underperforming areas of your business.
If you have a large number of shipments per day, there is a significant productivity gain
to be made from having your freight system integrated to your WMS or order
management system to eliminate data entry. Creating freight labels at order
confirmation or before each order pick is a huge productivity booster. You only want to
integrate one system not four or five, so this means you need a multi-carrier system.
One of our clients integrated their freight system and saved one full FTE*. At a fully
loaded cost of ~$60,000 p.a. for a storeperson, with a development cost of only $5,000
this had a payback of less than a month!

*FTE=Full Time Equivalent, or the labour equivalent of one person working full time.
There are several major multi-carrier freight systems currently available:
1. Myfreight.com.au (cloud only)
2. IFS Smart Freight (Cloud or on premises)
3. Compdata Supply Master, now owned by IFS (cloud or on premises)
4. Moveitnet.com.au (cloud only)
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5. Ecommerce oriented freight systems (cloud only)
These services are designed to provide easy integration with commonly used
web stores. They tie in specific carrier relationships with your shopping cart to
allow your customers to choose different types of freight service. Their choice of
carriers may be limited so make sure they support the carriers you use.
a. Starshipit.com
b. Temando
c. Sendle
d. Shipstation
Some, or all of these options may be right for you, but the devil is always in the detail
you need to understand their cost structures and functional fit for your particular
circumstance. The best way to do this is to ask them to provide a quote based on your
past month of consignment history.
Logistics Help have partnered with Myfreight who can supply not just the freight system
but also manage the carrier relationship for you and reduce your costs by selecting the
most appropriate carrier for your business.

6 Failing to invest in equipment, systems and technology
Equipment, warehouse systems and technology can be expensive and is an optional
expense in the sense that it is not required to operate your business. For these reasons
some businesses shy away from making capital purchases. The same businesses that do
this will also have no problem meeting a non-optional, but high wages bill every week
and pay overtime when required to meet customer demand. In our experience,
provided the correct equipment is bought for your requirements, the investment in
warehouse technology, systems and materials handling equipment is always rapidly
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paid for in reduced labour costs, let alone increases in accuracy and quality,
responsiveness and improved safety.
Once you have adjusted your attitude to technology from scary cost to business
investment, you will never look back. Look at every purchase as an investment in
productivity and calculate the return and payback period. If you lack the capital to
invest, then leasing or financing is usually a viable option if your business is strong. The
payback even for large investments will typically be less than one year (i.e. 100%+ ROI),
so if capital is tight, a loan or lease agreement can be structured to be cash flow positive
to your business almost immediately.
Delaying an investment in productivity will usually only cost you money in lost cost
reduction. Although you don’t feel this the same way as a sudden jump in costs, the
impact is the same. Should you treat it as any less urgent? It is for this reason that I
think failing to invest in technology when the option is available to you is wasting
money.
Let’s look at how you can do a basic return on investment calculation for an area of
business need. My number one technology investment recommendation for a
warehouse is to implement a Warehouse Management System (WMS).
Let’s look at a return on investment calculation for the Upimium WMS. For a modestly
sized 3,000sqm warehouse running a simple paper based ordering system and
employing 12 stores people with two supervisors, an investment of $122k pays for itself
in nine months and puts $1.5M on your bottom line over ten years, that is an average
interest rate of 129% p.a. (flat) over 10 years. You can’t get that from a bank! Lower cost
WMS options are available for smaller warehouse operations so if you think you could
benefit from this technology call us.
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Item

Unit
Cost

Units

Cost

Project Investment
Current FTE (Labour
cost)

$121,765
$60,000

Estimated

25.0%

Productivity Gain
FTE reduction saving

$720,000

12.0

$60,000

3.00

$180,000

Operating costs

-$22,800

Net Annual Saving

$157,200

Revised Labour Cost

$60,000

9.00

Annual Investment Return

$540,000

129%

Payback in Months

9.3
Year

Savings

Payback Year

0

-$121,765

Payback Year

1

$35,435

Payback Year

2

$192,635

Payback Year

5

$664,235

Payback Year

10

$1,450,235

Unfortunately, not all investments in technology will have as high a payback as the
implementation of a WMS but you get the idea. Find an area of need where labour can
be saved and service quality increased, find a solution that you like, calculate the return,
implement it well and reap the rewards.
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7 Failing to maintain and develop your operations as your
business grows and changes
The seventh habit in Stephen Covey’s Seven Habits of Highly Effective People is Sharpen
the Saw. This is the recognition that even the best “saws” become blunt over time. If
the saw wasn’t that sharp to begin with, then a few years down the track the work of
cutting through becomes really hard! Does your warehouse feel like that? Just plain
hard work to get through every day?
The mistake of not changing your warehouse operations as your business evolves can
cost you dearly. Even traditional businesses now face change and the pace of change
seems to keep increasing. New, products, new customers, new services, maybe even
completely new business models can get dumped onto the warehouse and the
common response is a hasty rehash of existing systems and processes to “get by for
now”. This pattern accumulates inefficiencies over time and can end up with a very
inefficient warehouse, staffed by a lot of frustrated people, with the whole operation in
need of a major overhaul.
The antidote to “getting by for now” is a program of continuous improvement. I see two
distinct areas to focus on to drive an effective continuous improvement program to
keep your warehouse operations up to date and running smoothly.
1. A periodic audit and redesign based on the application of Lean principles will
introduce a step change in technology or infrastructure to allow your business to
operate at a higher level of efficiency and output.
2. A Lean principles based continuous improvement program will help you to
optimise your current processes and work methods.
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These ideas are really two sides of the Lean coin, firstly the strategic business side which
must be driven by the management team based on how the business is supplying value
to customers, and secondly the operational continuous improvement driven by the
warehouse staff that hones the day to day execution of the strategy and the supporting
infrastructure.
The need for a change in strategy or infrastructure is often driven by competitive
pressure, desire for growth or a change in the market requiring a move to a new
business model. Sometimes change is driven by pain from service failures, customer
complaints, out of stocks, overstocks, sudden changes in operational costs such as
overflow storage or a large stock write off. If the resources to answer these challenges
are not available within the business, then help from professional business advisors will
be required to help formulate an appropriate response. This is where Logistics Help can
advise a business that is:
•

Facing customer pressures from a non-performing, over-crowded warehouse

•

Burning cash due to lost sales from out of stocks and write offs from excess and
obsolete inventory

•

Weighed down with capital costs from holding too much inventory

•

Continually surprised by lost stock and over-stocks due to low stock accuracy.

•

Frustrated by a clogged receiving/despatch dock dragging out shipping lead
times

•

Slow and inaccurate order fulfillment causes customer order cancellations and
returns

•

Alarmed by high freight costs impacting profitability

•

Frustrated by systems that do not support the needs of the business

•

Suffering from poor staff performance but lack of performance measurement
capability

•

Seeking significant improvement in warehouse and logistics performance to
support their business growth or new strategy
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A review of the business operations followed by a guided implementation program
aimed at delivering real business results will help you.
•

Uncover the root cause of your logistics performance issues

•

Align your logistics processes with your business strategy

•

Redesign your warehouse for efficiency, density and flow

•

Enhance your current systems to better support your business processes

•

Implement new technology

•

o

Inventory planning systems

o

Inventory management systems

o

Warehouse management systems

o

Freight management systems

o

Business intelligence and analytics for logistics

o

Materials handling equipment and automation

Develop a trained and disciplined organisation to run their logistics operations
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Our High Performance Logistics Model below, covers every aspect of the logistics of a
distribution business. This approach aligns your logistics strategy with your business
strategy and lays a foundation of efficient processes on which we build the appropriate
infrastructure, systems and organisation. This approach guides our work and evolved
over decades of experience delivering performance improvements for a wide range of
organisations.

For more information see our website at
www.logsiticshelp.com or call us on +61 2 8078 6903.
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Andrew Clark is the founder and Managing Director of Logistics Help, a consulting
company specialising in bringing the expertise and technology from large corporate
supply chains to the under-served small and medium business market.
Andrew has been helping large and small organisations Improve their warehousing and
logistics operations for over 25 years and is now also sharing his unique perspective on
logistics through writing and speaking.

“Our mission at Logistics Help is to help our clients create High Performance Logistics to
reduce their costs, improve cash flow and develop a scalable operation so that they can
grow their business”. -Andrew Clark.
Find out more at www.logisticshelp.com or call us on +61 2 8078 6903
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